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Bover finds inspiration in the way of life of the people who live 
on the shores of the Mediterranean. Because light, culture, 
gastronomy, crafts, and its culture are an inexhaustible source 
of inspiration.

Bover was born in 1996 “thanks to a wonderful coincidence”. 
Its founder, Joana Bover, who came from the audiovisual 
industry, was introduced to the universe of lighting when an 
architect friend invited her to participate in the design of 
special structures made of iron for the Seville Expo '92. One 
project led to another, until reaching what today has become 
one of the most prestigious lighting companies in our country.

The mainstay of the brand is timelessness. A timelessness 
understood as a balance between material culture, which 
surrounds and influences us, and trends. A trend that from 
Bover is explained from the contrast and order, beauty, light, 
culture and also elegance: principles and attitudes that we 
choose and transmit our ideas, "our way of seeing and feeling 
the life that surrounds us”.

With this objective, Joana surrounds herself with designers 
who fit perfectly with the brand's philosophy: Gonzalo Milà, 
Christophe Mathieu, Rubén Saldaña, Estudi Manel Molina, 
Jorge Pensi Design Studio, Benedetta Tagliabue EMBT, Alex 
Fernández Camps, or Lázaro Rosa-Violán.

www.bover.es
@BoverBarcelona

http://www.bover.es/
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The Folie lights respond to our need to add new Big Formats to our
portfolio. In 2002, at BOVER we began resizing some of our most
iconic products.

We decided to go a step further, redesigning our products to adapt
them to large structures made with a much thicker iron tube and
manually welded with silver solder.

This is how our Big Formats were created, products made entirely in
our facilities, designed to meet our customers’ needs following the
company’s internal quality standards and optimal delivery times that
helped us streamline projects.

The Folie are part of a group of lights that can be fitted together or
separately. Each lamp is made up of one or more lampshades
depending on the model. They emit a filtered light through they
ribbon shade.
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The Helios wall fixture is an artisan product that gives off indirect light
through the irregular cotton threads of its lampshade, drawing small
shadows on the wall.

Woven from natural cotton string, Helios comfortably adapts to the
language and personality of organic environments and wabi-sabi
aesthetics. This Japanese trend is based on the idea of knowing how
to find beauty in the imperfections of objects or materials.

Designed to be part of settings or light murals in applications where
highly decorative results are sought.

Helios is directly related to the Tanit collection, by the same designer.
Both share the same concept as their lampshades are woven from the
same material: natural cotton thread.

Helios
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Kira arises from the need to add new basic wall fixtures with different
features or formats for retail or contract channels. With a fresh and
lightweight design, Kira is mainly intended to be used in bedrooms.

The Kira wall fixture is a light box that emits an aura of warm
luminosity around its inner perimeter. In addition, it emits lower light
through an LED plate and there is the option to add a button with 3
dimming settings.
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Cala Nans is a small cove in Cadaqués accessible only by footpaths or
by sea.

An unspoiled corner of the Mediterranean where the vegetation and
an old lighthouse’s vigil make this place a natural spot where all you
can hear are the sound of the sea and of the birds that fly over the
coast.

With Nans we wanted to highlight the craftsmanship of the
lampshades and to look for a different way of weaving by combining
different colours and formats to create a true Mediterranean style.
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Nut is a collection of discreet lights that are characterised by their
ergonomic and striking body. They are highly versatile products that
can work as a headboard, a signalling wall fixture in corridors or a
bathroom wall light, thanks to their water tightness.

They are easy and intuitive to use. The light beam can be directed
from right to left at a 180° angle.

Nut lights come in 3 versions: wall fixture, ceiling light and individual
suspension.

The wall fixtures and ceiling lights can be installed in both indoor and
outdoor environments.

Their injected aluminium structure and opal polycarbonate diffuser
has a built-in button on the top with 3 dimming settings. They emit
direct and bright light.

Nut
by Estudi Manel Molina | 2021
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